Brainstorming Session:
Establishing an Industry/University Cooperative Center for Research in Software Technologies
Saturday, November 15, 2003. 8:30am-5pm
Venue: Senate Room BITS, Pilani, Rajasthan

Travel and Accommodation
Information for Attendees from Outside Pilani

Accommodation

All participants from out of Pilani will be provided free board and lodging at the BITS Guest House, formally known as the VFAST Hostel. Double rooms will be available for November 14 and 15. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner are served in the guest house. The guest house is the first building, clearly marked, located on the left of the entrance to the campus.

Kindly send email to apm@cs.purdue.edu if you have any special requirements or directly call the Guest House at: 01596-242183 01596-244002/03. For any questions related to the Brainstorming Session call Aditya P. Mathur at 98-291-99-351.

Travel to Pilani

Details at:
http://www.bitspilani.ac.in:12346/bitsaa/route/roadmap.htm

Pilani is located 220Km west of Delhi and about 240 Km East of Jaipur. The recommended mode of transportation is by Car. One can hire a taxi from Delhi or Jaipur. It takes less than 5 hours from Delhi or Jaipur to Pilani. The road condition varies from excellent to poor. There are some bad patches specially when one enters a village on the highway. One take the Delhi-Dadri-Loharu-Pilani route or the Delhi-Gurgaon-Rewari-Narnaul-Chirawa-Pilani route. Other longer routes, via Rohtak and Bhiwani, also exist.

Buses: It is connected via buses that leave from the ISBT bus stand in Delhi. Over a dozen buses ply between Delhi and Pilani each day and take less than 6 hours to reach Pilani. Regular bus service is also available from Jaipur to Pilani also.

Train: Several trains leave Delhi for Loharu and from Jaipur to Chirawa or Loharu. Pilani is about 20 Km from Loharu and 12 Km from Chirawa. Taxis are available at the Loharu and Chirawa stations. However, it is best to inform BITS if you plan to arrive into Loharu and Chirawa and a car will be sent to bring you to Pilani.

Departure and arrival times from Delhi/Jaipur to Loharu./Chirawa:
4791 BIKANER MAIL DELHI S ROHILLA 21:15 LOHARU 01:15 [All 7 days]
9733 SHEKHAWATI EXP DELHI S ROHILLA 23:00 LOHARU 03:15 [All 7 days]
9734 SHEKHAWATI EXP JAIPUR 18:00 CHIRAWA 23:15 [All 7 days]
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